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20Objective. Endometrial cancer (EC) is the most common gynecologic malignancy with known risk factors in-
21cluding excess estrogen and hereditary syndromes. The objective of this study was to determine the proportion
22of young women with EC that could be attributed to these factors and if, as we suspected, there is a third popu-
23lation of youngwomen inwhich neither factor is identifiable.Wewere interested in comparing clinicopathologic
24characteristics and outcomes across subgroups in order to better inform treatment recommendations.
25Methods.Weperformed a retrospective chart review ofwomen age 15–49 diagnosedwith EC or complex atyp-
26ical hyperplasia. Demographic, clinicopathologic, treatment, fertility, and outcome parameters were analyzed.
27Results.Of 719women identified, 327were fully evaluable. 57.5% fit the “High Estrogen” risk criteria. 8.25%met
28criteria for suspected Lynch syndrome. 34.25% classified as “Neither” had no classical risk factors identified. There
29wereno statistical differences in age, gravidity, tumor grade, treatment selection and response tohormonal therapy.
30Age ofmenarche, stage, histology, and synchronous ovarian cancer differed significantly. Prevalence of synchronous
31ovarian cancer was 21.0% of “Neither”, 23.1% of “Lynch”, and 6.6% of “High Estrogen”. For women who attempted
32pregnancy, 2/27 of “High Estrogen”, 0/3 of “Lynch”, and 2/16 of “Neither” achieved a live birth.
33Conclusions. This study confirmed that a third population of young women with EC exist that lack classical risk
34factors and have distinct clinicopathologic parameters. No difference in success of conservative treatment or live
35births was noted in the small cohort in whom this treatment approach was attempted.
36© 2015 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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41 Introduction

42 Endometrial cancer is the most common gynecologic malignancy
43 and the fourth most common cancer in women globally. In British
44 Columbia there are over 600 new cases of endometrial cancer every
45 year and approximately 14% of these arise in women under the age of
46 50 years, including approximately 5% under the age of 40 years [1–4].
47 Most endometrial cancers are low grade, early stage tumors, with
48 good prognosis.Well-recognized risk factors for developing endometri-
49 al cancer fall under twomain categories. The first category encompasses
50 conditions of excess estrogen, including obesity, polycystic ovarian
51 syndrome (PCOS), estrogen producing tumors, as well as exogenous
52 exposure to unopposed estrogen therapy and tamoxifen [5–9]. The
53 second risk category involves hereditary syndromes, most significantly
54 Lynch syndrome. Lynch syndrome, or hereditary nonpolyposis colorec-
55 tal cancer (HNPCC), is an autosomal dominant condition caused by a
56 mutation in genes associated with DNA mismatch repair (MMR);

57most commonly MLH1, MSH2, MSH6 and/or PMS2 [10]. We have
58observed, however, that there are many young endometrial cancer pa-
59tients that seem to be without either of these influencing features.
60What has prompted tumorigenesis in these individuals is unclear.
61Complex atypical hyperplasia (CAH) is a pathologic diagnosis that
62describes an endometrial cancer precursor lesion of crowded glands,
63and atypical cells with no invasion. CAH is classically attributed to
64excess estrogen, and in young women is most commonly seen in
65association with obesity and PCOS [11,12]. It is also an established
66precursor lesion in endometrial cancers that develop in women with
67Lynch syndrome [13]. If untreated, the rate of progression from CAH
68to endometrial cancer is 29% [14]. Given the overlap between CAH and
69low-grade endometrial cancers, along with the similarities in manage-
70ment recommendations, we have included women with CAH in this
71study.
72There are many considerations for young women with endometrial
73cancer or CAH that differ from the more common scenario of these
74pathologies arising in the post-menopausal cohort. Younger women
75may still be interested in fertility and seek a conservative approach
76with hormonal management rather than definitive surgery that would
77include hysterectomy. Gold standard staging for endometrial cancer in-
78cludes removal of the uterus (including cervix), ovaries and fallopian
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79 tubes, washings +/− lymph node dissection [15]. Even if an individual
80 is not interested in future fertility, preservation of hormonal function
81 and thus preservation of her ovaries with the known benefits to cardio-
82 vascular, sexual, psychological, and bone health may be desired [16].
83 Womenwith CAH, or low grade and early stage cancer of endometrioid
84 histology can be considered for treatment with progestin therapy
85 [17–20]. Progestin type, dose, and treatment duration vary in both the
86 literature and in clinical practice recommendations and there is no
87 consensus on the ideal regimen [21,22]. A systematic review of
88 women with CAH and grade 1 endometrial cancer (45 studies, 391
89 patients age 19-80) treated with a variety of conservative strategies
90 (medroxyprogesterone acetate, megestrol acetate, levonorgestrel
91 intrauterine system, intramuscular 17-hydroxyprogesterone, oral
92 contraceptive pills, norethisterone, dihydrogesterone, and natural pro-
93 gesterone) alone or in combination revealed an average 53.2% complete
94 response ratewith no evidence of recurrence (follow upmedian time of
95 39months) [18]. These studies do not address the additional risk of syn-
96 chronous ovarian cancer in young women, estimated to be 2–19%
97 [23–25]. Given the variations in study populations and methodologies
98 across these studies, along with the lack of risk factor stratification,
99 counseling women with respect to conservative treatment strategies
100 remains challenging.
101 The main objective of the present study is to characterize our popu-
102 lation of youngwomenwith endometrial cancer and determine the pro-
103 portion of cases that could be attributed to 1) conditions of high
104 estrogen or 2) suspected Lynch syndrome. We hypothesize that there
105 is a third population of young women with endometrial cancer that
106 seem to lack the traditional risk factors. The clinical and pathological
107 characteristics of what we anticipate will be three subgroups of
108 women b 50 years of age with endometrial cancer will be compared
109 with respect to fertility and cancer-associated outcomes. Ultimately
110 we hope that this will improve our understanding of this disease in
111 young women and better inform decision making for both clinicians
112 and patients.

113 Methods

114 After Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval, institutional
115 databases (Vancouver General Hospital and BC Cancer Agency) were
116 used to identify women diagnosed with CAH and endometrial cancer
117 from January 1, 1997 to March 31, 2014. Inclusion criteria included
118 age between 15 and 49 years at the time of specimen collection and a
119 final diagnosis of CAH or endometrial cancer with all stages, grades,
120 and histologic subtypes considered. Exclusion criteria included an alter-
121 nate predisposing genetic condition (1), end-stage renal disease (1), or
122 insufficient clinical data to categorize patients into risk factor groupings
123 (281). The search terms “endometrial or uterine carcinoma” and
124 “complex atypical hyperplasia and endometrial or uterine” were used,
125 with resultant pathology reports manually evaluated to ensure that
126 each final diagnosis was within our inclusion criteria. All pathology
127 reports were initially generated by or later reviewed by a gynecologic
128 oncology-specialized pathologist.
129 Information regarding patient age, body mass index, medical histo-
130 ry, gynecological history, fertility concerns, co-morbid conditions,
131 family history, treatment options, and follow-up assessments were ab-
132 stracted from the medical records of these women. Pathology reports
133 and laboratory studies were used to obtain information on histological
134 subtype, grade, stage, and mismatch repair screening. Stages were
135 reviewed and updated for each patient as needed to ensure that staging
136 criteria followed the International Federation of Gynecology and
137 Obstetrics guidelines (FIGO 2009) [26].
138 Information from the retrospective chart review was used to divide
139 patients into three groups. Patients were placed in the “High Estrogen”
140 group if they had body-mass-index (BMI) N 30 kg/m2, clinical
141 annotation of obese on medical charting at diagnosis, diagnosis of
142 Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome (PCOS), and/or a past history of tamoxifen

143or post-menopausal hormone therapy, and did not fit the criteria for the
144Lynch syndrome group. Patients were placed into the suspected Lynch
145syndrome (“Lynch”) group when Amsterdam II criteria for Lynch
146syndrome was met, Lynch syndrome was genetically confirmed
147through genome sequencing, or when immunohistochemistry (IHC)
148for mismatch repair (MMR) protein MSH2was abnormal in the pathol-
149ogy specimen and genetic testing was not performed (e.g. suspected or
150confirmed Lynch II syndrome). The latter groupwas included in a previ-
151ous study analyzing the sensitivity of abnormal MMR proteins by IHC
152showing that abnormal MSH2 on IHC was 94% sensitive for predicting
153a germline MSH2 deletion [27]. We did not include patients with
154abnormal MMR IHC for MLH1/PMS2 (loss) as the majority of these
155cases have MLH1 promoter hypermethylation and represent somatic/
156epigenetic inactivation of MLH1 and are unlikely to have a germline
157mutation in MLH1. When criteria for the former two grouping were
158not met (no identifiable exposure to high estrogen and no suspicion of
159Lynch syndrome) patients were placed into the “Neither” category.
160Statistical analysis without multiple testing correction was performed
161to compare clinicopathologic features and outcomes across groups.

162Results

163A total of 610women between the ages of 15 and 49were identified
164as being diagnosed with endometrial cancer or CAH between January
1651997 and March 2014. Of these, 281 were excluded from the study
166due to insufficient clinical data available during chart review. One
167patient was excluded due to a diagnosis of Cowden syndrome and one
168with end-stage renal disease who underwent renal transplantation.
169This yielded 327 women within our cohort that were subsequently
170divided into three groups based upon their perceived risk factors for
171endometrial cancer. The “High Estrogen” group included women with
172risk factors for endometrial cancer related to high estrogen states:
173obesity (n = 173), PCOS (n = 49), tamoxifen therapy (n = 7), and
174post-menopausal hormone replacement therapy (n = 1) [5–9]. This
175group comprised 57.5% (188 of 327) of our study population. The
176“Lynch” group encompassed 8.3% (27 or 327) of our study population.
177Patients were placed into the “Lynch” group when Lynch syndrome
178was genetically confirmed through genome sequencing (n = 16),
179when Amsterdam II criteria for Lynch syndrome was met (n = 8), or
180when immunohistochemistry (IHC) forMMR proteinMSH2was abnor-
181mal and genetic testing was not performed (n = 3). The remaining
18234.2% (112 of 327) of women in this cohort were classified within the
183“Neither” group.
184The clinical characteristics of women in the three groupings were
185compared (Table 1). Calculation of the median BMI for the “High Estro-
186gen” group excluded instances where BMI was deemed inaccurate due
187to patientweight exceeding themaximum scale value of 180 kg. Patient
188with an unknown BMI refers to instances where BMI was unknown but
189clinical records at the time of physical examination denote an obese
190(n = 29) or morbidly obese (n = 10) body habitus. Within the
191“High Estrogen” group, 3% had a normal BMI (b25 kg/m2) and 6%
192were overweight (BMI 25–b30 kg/m2) and represent women with a
193clinical diagnosis of PCOS or who had been treated with Tamoxifen
194therapy. The majority of women within the “Lynch” category had a
195BMI b30 kg/m2 (86%). All women within the “Neither” grouping had a
196BMI b30 kg/m2 as this was part of the definition of this grouping. Of
197the “High Estrogen” group, 3.7% had a concurrent diagnosis of Type 2
198Diabetes Mellitus, compared to 1.8% in the “Neither” group and 0% in
199the “Lynch” group. The number of pregnancies prior to diagnosis was
200independent of the assigned subgroups (p-value 0.26); we do not find
201any evidence to suggest that there are more nulliparous women in the
202high estrogen group (p-value 0.1). Early age of menarche is another
203known risk factor for endometrial cancer [28]. A chi-squared test for
204trend suggests that there is an association between age at menarche
205and the “High Estrogen” group when compared with the other two
206groups (p-value 0.01).
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